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Ion microprobe mass analysis of exsolution lamellae in labradorite feldspar
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Yamaguchi Uniuersity, Y amaguchi 7 5 3, Japan

Abstract

A method for in situ quanti tat ive microanalysis of exsolut ion lamellae in labradorite
("Bdggild intergrowth") has been developed, using an ion microprobe mass analyzer. Ion
probe analyses for two kinds of exsolut ion lamellae of low-temperature intermediate plagio-
clases showing various ir idescent colors led to the calculat ion of the lol lowing determinative
curves:

Mol Vo An : 97.0[9.41 - 142.1127.5](IN^./ lo,*)"o,,,  where (I*,*/ I41*)"o.. is the observed
(I""*/Ior*) mult ipl ied by an An correction factor fe,.

Mol % Or : 0.73[0.281 + t04.8[33.0](I1*/Ia'*)"o,, ,  where (16*/Io,*)"o.. is the observed ( l*-/
Io,*) mult ipl ied by an Or correction factor f6,.

From trace analysis of a micron area (" l ine analysis") and three-dimensional analysis of
lamellar mult i layer including the direct ion of depth (" in-depth analysis"),  the mean chemical
composit ions of An-poor and An-rich lamellae are An.n1*n,Ors(+, and Anu61*u,Or21*r),  respec-
t ively. The mean composit ion dif ference between adlacent lamellae is l5 percent An and I
percent Or.

Introduction

Determinat ion of  the composi t ion of  ind iv idual
exsolution lamellae of intermediate plagioclases
(An-a6An-66)  has been one of  the object ives 'of
many mineralogical studies since the observation by
Laves e/ al. ( ' t965) that a cooling intermediate plagio-
c lase unmixes,  forming lamel lae wi th composi t ional
differences.

At present, there are four reports of compositions
6f  B/ggi ld  lamel lae:

l .  From the rat io  of  lamel lar  th icknesses f rom mi-
crographs for  four teen labrador i tes,  Nissen (1971)
concluded that the chemical compositions of the two
lamel lae are Anss 40 and An6o-65.

2.  From microanalys is  of  lamel lae wi th an analyt i -
cal electron microscope (Eeue), Nissen et al. (1973)
and Cl i f f  e t  a l .  (1976) conf i rmed that  in  a sample of
bulk composition Anuu.'Or, n the compositional dif-
ference between An-rich and An-poor lamellae is at
least  l2  percent  An.

3.  From the change of  spacing and or ientat ion of
superlattice fringes between lamellae, McConnell
(1974) found that  in  a sample of  composi t ion
Anun ,Or, , the extremes of composition difference be-
tween adjacent  lamel lae may be l0-12 percent  An.
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4. From the intensity maxima calculated from the
computer simulation model of labradorescence,
MiL l ra et  a l .  (1974,  1975) found that  labradorescence
may occur in the composition range from Ann' to
Anuo,  and that  lamel lar  microstructure in  the 100 nm
scale may disappear in both bulk compositions of
Anor, r ,  and An6o(1) .

Unfortunately, these results are based on indirect

estimates or direct analysis, without detecting sodium
and potassium, of  composi t ions of  the larpel lae in  a
sample. Whether or not these results are valid cannot
be known until further systematic and quantitative

research is done. Therefore, it is necessary to directly

analyze lamellae on a few samples using another
high-resol  ut ion device.

Analytical technique

The ion microprobe analyzer (IMA) is an in-
st rument  for  analys is  of  a smal l  vo lume at  a sol id
surface which has been bombarded by the primary
ion beam (c l  Nishimura and Okano,  1969;Andersen
and Hinthorne, 1972). The production of secondary
ions, sputtered from the surface by a high-energy ion
beam in a mass spectrometer, can be maintained at a
higher level by bombarding the lamellar surface with
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oxygen ions rather than with inert gas ions such as
argon. When an insulator, such as a mineral, is bom-
barded by positive ions, the sample becomes posi-
tively charged. In order to prevent charge accumula-
tion on the surface, two methods are available:

(l) Use of negative ions as the primary ions (An-
dersen et al.,1969).

(2) Electron spray method (Nakamura et al.,
1972\.

In the first method, the surface potential increases
with time until a critical value is reached, at which
time the emitted secondary electrons are drawn back
to the sample by the surface potential; this process
causes charge compensation. Consequently, the sur-
face potential eventually attains a constant value. The
electron spray method, developed by Nakamura et al.
(1972) and Nakamura et al. (1974), eliminates charge
on the sample surface by spraying the target area with
a low-energy electron beam overlapping the primary
ion beam.

The electron probe microanalyzer (Erun) detects
elements of low atomic number with difficulty and is
not suitable for making precise analyses of sub-mi-
crometer width lamellar layers. The IMA, however,
with its superior sensitivity can detect all the elements
and their relative isotopic ratios in lamellar layers of
widths down to tens of angstroms. Therefore, lamel-
lar layers can be quantitatively analyzed with a reso-
lution of tens of angstroms using an IMA.

In quantitative analysis by an IMA, two different
methods have been employed. One is the working
curve method (Hinthorne and Andersen, 1975; Hin-
thorne and Ribbe, 1974) and the other is a thermody-
namic approach based on the Local Thermal Equilib-
rium (LTE) method (Andersen and Hinthorne,1973;
Shimizu et al., 1974). Although the latter method still
leaves some fundamental questions unsolved, the
former method is recognized as a valuable technique,
especially for exsolution lamellae which have similar
compositions and crystal structures (Hinthorne and
Andersen, 1975).

We have established IMA analytical procedures
for quantitative analysis of exsolution lamellae by the
working-curve method and for determining the com-
positions of lamellae in a Bdggild intergrowth.

Analytical procedure

Figure I is a schematic diagram of the lon Micro-
probe Analyzer (IMA), IMA-2, as presently installed
at Naka Branch, Central Research Laboratory, Hi-
tachi Ltd., Ibaragi, Japan (see Nakamura et a|.,1972,

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the ion microprobe analyzer, IMA-
2, as presently installed at Naka Branch, Central Research
Laboratory, Hitachi Ltd., Ibaragi, Japan. The constructidn of the
electron spray gun is also illustrated.

1974, 1976). The construction of the electron spray
gun is also illustrated in Figure l. The accelerating
potential (+3kV) for the secondary ions is applied to
the sample holder, and the hemispherical shield cov-
ering it is made of wire gauze (Nakamura et al.,
1976). The surface charge accumulation is effectively
compensated by spraying low-energy electrons over
the lamellar surface.

Samples of iridescent labradorite from Nain, Lab-
rador, showing uniform characteristic color with no
color zoning were prepared by cutting cubes of ap-
proximately I cm with a diamond cutter. Two sur-
faces of the cubes were cut along planes closely par-
allel to known lamellar plane; these surfaces were
buff-polished with carborundum, and finished with
diamond paste C, 0.25 pm in size. These samples were
analyzed by electron probe microanalyzer (Eeul)
JXA-50A at l5kV (see Table I ) before IMA analysis.

Before taking the secondary ion intensities using
the IMA, the sample surface was ion-etched for one
minute by approximately 500 pm so as to remove
surface contamination. The samples were then bom-
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Table l. EIMA data on iridescent labradorite feldspars from
Labrador. Canada

LB-1 LG-1 Lv-l LY-z

MITRA AND TOMISAKA: EXSOL(JTION LAMELLAE IN LABRADORITE

st02

Izo3

C€O

Na2O

K2o

Totel

4 .94  4 .58

0 .45  0 .46

4 .83  4 .56  4 .05

0 .43  0 .89  0 .53

55.45 54.64 54.% 55.14 s4.33

29.s4 31.66 29.92 28.33 29.45

9.78 9.51 10.36 11.09 11.06

Al, as determined by electron microprobe analyses,
of several well-characterized standard samples of
composition Anro.rOrr.r(LB- l ), An62.6012.6(LY- I ),
and Anur.'Ors.r(LR-l). Similarly the factor/o. is the
average atomic percent Al for samples LB-I, LG-l
(Anu,.rOrs.o), andLY-2 (An6a..Oro.2). These mean val-
ues determined by Epue are accurate to approxi-
mately 0.4 percent in An (or Ab) content and 3
percent in Or content (cl Table I ). The corrected ion
intensity ratios (Ip.*/161+)6on and ([s*/Ia1+)corr zlr€
equal to (Ir.r,*/Iar*)ou"X foo and (Ix*/In*)ob" X 1.074
X /e", respectively. These values are listed in Table 2
and plotted against the known bulk An and Or con-

Fig. 2. Mass spectra of minor and major lamellae of blue-
iridescent Iabradorite (LB-l) from ion microprobe analysis.
Primary beam is 160+z; beam energy, 12 keV; secondary ion
accelerating voltage, 3 kV; vacuum, 4 x l0-7 torr; spot size of
diameter 50 pm. M represents mass (g) and e electric charge (cgs
esu). The estimated compositions of the two lamellae were
calculated from the An and Or contents working curves (cl Figs. 3
and 4l Table 3).

100.16 100.85 99.90 100.01 99.42

Ab(rc l  t )  46.4(1)  4s.2(1)  44,6(2,  40.4(2)  38.6(2)
Ao(o1 Z) 50.8(2)  51.8(2)  52.8(2)  54.4(2)  58.1(2)
o r (m l  Z )  2 .8 (1 )  3 .0 (1 )  2 .6 (1 )  5 .2 (1 )  3 .3 (1 )

* Estbated staDderd devlatl@. ere ln rotDd bracketo.

barded with a positively-charged primary beam of
oxygen (ttO*r) at l2keV, using a beam diameter of
approximately 50 pm, a beam current of 5 X lO-tA,
an electron spray gun current of 4 1rA, and an elec-
troh beam diameter of I millimeter. The wall effect
created by cratering can be eliminated by the elec-
tronic aperture method (Andersen et al.,1974).The
point being analyzed can be viewed through an opti-
cal microscope while under bombardment.

Typical spectra of minor and major lamellae of the
blue-iridescent labradorite (Anuo.sOr2.6) are shown in
Figure 2, where the estimated compositions were cal-
culated from the following method.

The analytical method is based on the observation
that the ratio ofdifferent sputtered ion species from a
given matrix has been observed to be constant (Hin-
thorne and Andersen, 1975). The data necessary to
determine the An and Or contents are secondary ion
intensities of the 2sNa+ and seK+ isotopes and the
secondary ion intensity of a major-element isotope
for intersample normalization. We have chosen to
use 27Al+ for the internal standard, because it requires
no correction for natural isotopic abundance and it
has the highest relative yield of all elements in the
sample. It was found that mole percent An of a
lamella should be calculated from the ratio (In.*/
161*), because it is more sensitive to changes in lamel-
lar compositions than other possible ratios.

To determine working curves, the measured ion
intensity ratio, (Ip"*/Iar*)ou" and (Ir*/16+)ob, cor-
rected for natural isotopic abundance in the case of
30K+, were obtained and multiplied by the factors/,a,
and f6". The factor /,an is the average atomic percent
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Table 2. The observed and corrected ion intensity ratios and An and Or correction factors for the establishment ofworking curves for
determinins An and Or contents

587

speclmo rrl<leecence (rNa+/rA1+)obe frn
Color

(\e+/rAl+)corr (k+/rAl+)obs 
\OO fOo (k+/rAr+)corr

IJ.I
LG-1
LY-1
LY-2
LR-I

Blue
Green
Yellow
Yellorr
Red

#
0.32 {{ 1.OO- 0.320

(0 .32) " "  (1 .01)  (0 .318)
0 .31  1 .02  0 .316

(0 .30)  (1 .02)  (0 .306)
0 . 2 6  1 . 0 5  0 . 2 7 3

0.015
0.025

(0.018)
0 .043

(o.o22)

0.017 Lm# 0.017
o.o27 0.98 0.025

(0.01e) (1.00) (0.019)
0.046 0.88 0.041

(0.024) (0.ee) (0.024)

* fA, - (rNa+/rAl+) 
corr/ 

(\a+/rA1+)ob8.

** *r* - 1.074 x (IK+/IAt+)obs.

rrr for ' (rK+/rAl+)corr/*roo.

# tt ls aaeu@d t}nat fOn - fOo - 1.00 ta

## The valuee La rornd braekets were not

the well-characterlzed speclreo (LB-l).

used to establlsh the workLng cureea.

tents in Figures 3 and 4, where Ab(mol percent) : IQQ
- An - Or. The equations for the regression lines
relating (Ip"*/Ia;*)"orr and (I6*,/Ka1*)"o,. to An (or
Ab) and Or contents, respectively, are given in
Table 3.

Working curyes for determining An and Or contents
The working curves for estimating An (or Ab) and

Or contents of lamellae (Figs. 3 and 4) show good
correlations between values of An (or Ab) and Or
contents determined by the Epun and the normalized
23Na+ and 30K+ intensities as measured with the
IMA. Thus the compositions of lamellae can be de-
termined using the working curves. In general, the
sputtering rate depends on the matrix, especially the
binding energy of an atom to the surface, and the
current density of the primary ion beam. Thus the
sputter rate will remain constant with a stable pri-
mary ion beam and a sample of uniform composition
(Hinthorne, personal communication). In the analy-
sis of lamellar layers the sputtering rate of the beam
can be obtained by measuring the distance between
the boundary of lamellae obtained by ion intensity
ratio, and by the known analyzing conditions (Naka-
mvra et al., 1976).In this study the mean sputtering
rate of the beam on the lamellar layer was 6 nm/min.
This indicates that the lamellar layer can be quan-
titatively analyzed in depth with a resolution of tens
of angstroms.

Figures 5 and 6 show typical results from the
analyses of blue- and yellow-iridescent labradorites.
An (or Ab) contents of the blue (Fig. 5) and yellow

(Fig. 6) samples can be determined using theworking
curve in Figure 3 and Table 3. Or contenis in these
samples can also be determined using Figure 4 and
Table 3. The error bars shown in Figures 5 and 6 are
those calculated from the errors in the counts for the
two elements, 67/t/N (7o) where N is the observed
count. Figure 6 shows distinct dips in the sodium (or
calcium) and potassium content between the two la-
mellae. This shows that there is a local uneven distri-

RELATTVE roN rNrENsrrr ,$r.off

Fig. 3. Working curve lor mole percent An (or Ab) in iridescent
labradorite feldspars. Ab(mol Vol : 1gg - An - Or. The corrected
ion intensity ratio (Ia./Ia1+)"o", is obtained from the equation in
Tables 2 and 3. Standard samples are l :LB-1(Ablr.AnuorOrr.r),
2:LY-l(Abs eAnu" rOr, "), 

and 3:LR-l(Abrr rAnur rOrr r).
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Fig. 4. Working curve for mole percent Or in iridescEnt
labradorite feldspars. The corrected ion intensity ratio (16+/
Ier*)*,, is obtained from the equation in Tables 2 and 3. Standard
samples are l:LB-1, 2:LG-l(Abro.zAnrr.rOr, o), and 3:LY-2
(Aba.4Anoa.10rr.2).
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1200

D E P T B  ( T )

Fig. 5. The variations in calculated mole percent Ab and Or
from the in-depth analysis of lamellae of blue-iridescent
labradorite, LB-l(Ah"..Anro..Orr.r). The error bars shown are
those of lo calculated from the errors in the counts for the
elements.

D E P T E  ( I )

Fig. 6. The variations in calculated mole percent Ab and Or in
the in-depth analysis of lamellae oFyellow-iridescent labradorite,
LY-l(Abg..An.r.rOrrr). The error bars shown are obtained from
the same calculation in Fig. 5.

bution of composition, such as more sodic lamellar
domains in the An-rich lamellae of yellow-iridescent
samples.

In the analysis of lamellar compositions the wall
effect becomes increasingly important in successive
analyses. The effects of inclusions and non-planar
lamella are also important. Line analyses over the
stepped lamellar surface were also made by carefully
traversing the probe 60 pm across them, using the
same analyzing conditions as in the lamellar analysis.
The results of analyses in the blue, yellow, and red
samples are listed in Table 4. The calculated bulk An
and Or contents were obtained as follows (see Table
4):
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Table 3. Equations for regression lines relating (Ip6+,/Ia1+)sq1y and (Is+/Ia1+)"o," to An and Or contents, respectively

s89

Equatton for least-squarea regreasloo lltre Range of resldualc Correlatlon coeffl.cl.ent

An(mr *, " 
?l:l,t ii:r..!\r"f,tA1+).orr 

-0.68 - 0.74 -0.e8

f^ - r r  -  L .25 -  0.75(r , , -+/ r^ ,+)^--  -0.01 -  o.o1 -o.g7
to'071 tolt[fr"+/ru+)ou"

or(rcl t, = 
hlirl f!!;lfrr*/ru*)*,,

roo** = 
i;1il; t;oili**"of'.o"

-0.46 -  O.29

-0.01 -  0.02

0 .95

-0.98

* Tlre nuobere Ln equare brackets below the regresalon coefflclents are estlnated standard

devLatioEs.

rr 
fOn ls correlatlon factor for observed (INa+/IAl+), atrd

frr, - (\.+/tar*) 
"or"/ 

(h"*/tAl*)ob".

rr* foo is correlatLon factor for observed (r*+/ror+), and

f * 
- (t*+ | t o1+) corr/l. 074 (rr+/rl1+) 

oUe.

Table 4. The results of in-depth and line analyses in the blue-, green-, yellow-, and red-iridescent labradorites from Nain, Labrador. The
estimated standard deviations are given in brackets. An""," and Or""1" are the calculated compositions from the measured lamellar

thicknesses and bulk comoositions

Minor lanel|ae tkjot lnnellae Speei,nen

T.. 9I No. of
rarrrEe ramllae 

rrldes@c

tGthod An(ml z) Or(-r z) reaau4ed An(ml z) or(ml z) ;ffifi 
h".1" ot-r" An(Dl Z) Or(ml Z) Color

Ia-depth
Analyele

4 4 . 3 1 2 . 2 1  2 . 8 [ 0 . 2 ]  2 0  5 7 . 0 [ 1 . 3 ]  r . 9 [ 0 . 1 ]  2 7  s l  2  5 0 . 8  2 . 8  B l u e
4 2 . 7 1 5 . 7 1  4 . 4 t 0 . 3 1  I  5 7 . 8 [ 8 . 4 ]  2 . 7 t 0 . 8 1  2 L  s 3  3  5 2 . 8  2 . 6  Y e l l o w

Iib@.
4 3 . 8 ( 3 . 6 )  3 . 3 ( 0 . 8 )  2 8  5 7 . 3 ( 5 . 6 )  2 . 3 ( 0 . ? )  4 8

Llne
Analyals

3 8 . 9 t s . 3 1  2 . 7 1 L . 2 1  6  6 0 . 9 t 5 . 2 1  1 . 7 [ 0 . s ]  1 1  s l  2  5 0 . 8  2 . 8  B l u e
4 5 . 9 [ 0 . 0 ]  3 . 2 [ 0 . 1 ]  2  5 6 . 6 [ 1 . 0 ]  2 . 1 [ 0 . 0 ]  2  5 2  3  5 2 . 8  2 . 6  Y e I L o w
4 s . 7 a 4 . o l  3 . 7 [ 1 . 3 ]  1 5  6 1 . 1 [ 4 . 1 ]  2 . 5 [ 1 . 1 ]  1 1  5 8  3  5 8 . 1  3 . 3  R e d

Meot
4 4 . 0 ( 5 . 2 )  3 . 4 ( 1 . i l  2 3  6 0 . 7 ( 4 . 7 )  2 . 1 ( 0 . 9 )  2 4

Medt oaLtEB
4 3 . 7 ( 4 . 4 )  3 . 3 ( 1 . i l  5 1 .  5 8 . 4 ( 5 . 6 )  2 . 2 ( 0 . 8 )  7 2

* Estl.Eated standard devtatloas are in brackete.
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where Na and NB are numbers of minor and major
lamellae measured, respectively, and C is An or Or
content. The bulk An and Or contents calculated
using the above equation correspond to bulk compo-
sitions determined by Erun within 0.9 percent in An
content and l6 percent in Or content.

Discussion

The data in Table 4 are consistent with the differ-
ence in composition of the two lamellae being at least
15 mole percent An and 1.2 mole percent Or. This
composition difference is consistent with the results
of Nissen et al. (1973), Cliff et al. (1976), and Mirlra
et al. (1974, 1975). In this study the mean composi-
tions of the two lamellae are Anaal*a;Ors1*1y and
Anu61*.yOrz1*11 (Table 4).

Lamellar compositions, however, are likely to vary
from one labradorite to another, in accordance with
the report by Clitr et al. (1976). Variation in lamellar
compositions of samples from the same locality and
with similar cooling history depends mainly on the
initial composition of the feldspar before exsolution.
Table 4 shows that the An contents of the two la-
mellae are shifted slightly to larger An contents as the
overall An content of the sample increases. This is
consistent with the result of analytical electron mi-
croscopy by Clitr et al. (1976) that the thicker la-
mellae have more calcic compositions, and that the
compositional differences of the lamellar pairs re-
main nearly constant through an area of a few square
micrometers. The detection of potassium was also
successful in this study. The sodic lamellae are a little
enriched in potassium in all samples (Table 4).

In summary, the combination of IMA (IMA-2)
and Epun (JXA-50A) provides a technique that is
valuable for determining the compositions of lamel-
lar pairs.
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